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SAFARIS Tutorial
Southern African Friends and Researchers Indexing Specimens

Images of specimens, field notes or collecting registers are potentially valuable to many people
studying biodiversity anywhere in the world. They allow a user to view the information without
having to access the physical specimen or document. However, locating the appropriate image is
difficult because there is no way of identifying which image it is that the user needs to consult.
By indexing the images you are helping to extract the information contained on the image and
making that information searchable online, guiding the user to the appropriate image containing the
otherwise hidden information. It is important to bear in mind that we are doing our best to
transcribe what is written rather than trying to interpret what is written. A person accessing the
image can then make his or her own interpretation of what the collector may have meant by an
abbreviation or other text. The value of indexing the images is that the viewer can discover the
image whereas without the indexing, the image, and all the information that it contains, remain
hidden.
The indexing process is that each image is indexed independently by two indexers and the indexing
results compared, and any discrepancies arbitrated by the validator who selects which is more
appropriate, or doing the best possible to correct the information where neither seems to be an
appropriate transcription. Atlas of Living Australia uses a model of one volunteer transcribing and a
second person verifying that the transcription is accurate. After the information has been validated,
the images will become available as searchable images that can be accessed by anyone via the
internet.
We appreciate your noble efforts in helping to make this treasure trove of information available to
many researchers and other users around the world. Book one has been indexed and adds

Indexing Collecting Registers
When plant specimens are collected they are generally prepared as dried, pressed specimens and
then added to a herbarium. They are typically mounted on board with a label that gives information
about who collected the specimen, the date and place of collection, the identification of the plant
species, some information about the locality and plant, and possibly some other information. A
collector will generally keep a register of his or her collections.

One man, one country, over 40 years – John Acocks – South Africa
John Phillip Harison Acocks (7 April 1911 Cape Town - 20 May 1979 Middelburg, Eastern Cape) used
his observations to create the map of the Veld Types of South Africa that underpinned South African
vegetation and botanical work for 50 years (1953 to 2005). Acocks travelled extensively in South
Africa and collected in excess of 20 000 specimens, sampled at over 3 600 sites, recording over 390
000 species-locality observations. He recorded his collections in his collecting registers, and also
recorded field notes in 44 field books. Many of his records are in amazingly neat writing.
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Indexing instructions
There are specific instructions for how to Index all information from the image starting on page 6.
The sections on pages 2-5 cover background information for the broader context of Acocks’ field
notes.

Data Entry Tutorial
Table 1: Comparison between verbatim text extracted for Acocks specimen 21537 from specimen label, collecting register
and field notes.

Table 1 shows that the combination of herbarium specimen label, collecting register and field notes
give more valuable information than one on its own. From the specimen one has the opportunity to
verify the identity of the species, and that information is updated on the specimen. However the
collecting register may not always have been updated with the correct identification as it became
available. The collecting register and field notes, in turn, allow one to see the context in which a
specimen was collected, and may have additional information such as habitat and frequency and
descriptive notes that were not captured on the specimen label. The collecting register and field
notes also make georeferencing more straightforward as several specimens were collected at the
same locality and can automatically be assigned the same latitude and longitude.
From the field notes it can be seen that specimen 21537 also matches a specimen NMT 954
(collected by Neil M. Tainton, who was probably with Acocks on the day of collection). Acocks also
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indicates that the species is rare and occurred on the upper-upper slopes (indicated by the double
arrow). The field notes also show that the specimen was collected at Acocks’ sampling site 2594 that
had been previously visited on 14 July 1960. The field notes add significantly to the georeferencing
as they include landmarks and distances along routes.

Figure 1: Herbarium specimen Acocks 21537 housed in the Grootfontein Herbarium, Middelburg, Kaap Provinsie (now
Eastern Cape Province).
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Figure 2: Collecting register with the pages showing specimen Acocks 21537.

Figure 3: Field notes with the pages showing specimen Acocks 21537.
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How to index a page of Acocks’ collecting register
To start, go to http://www.ala.org.au/ (type ala.org.au <enter>)
Click on Get Involved
Click on Volunteer Portal

Click on Register if you are not already registered, enter the details as requested for a login account.
Leave State blank as the options are all for Australia
Activation of your registration will be completed, guided by an e-mail that will be provided
through the registration process. Respond to the e-mail by clicking Continue to activate the
ALA account
Enter your Login details (email and password)
You will be taken to the User Registration page
You will be introduced to three ways to get involved.
Submit a species record
Digitise specimen records from your computer!
Join a citizen science project or start your own
Select the Digitise specimen option, so click on
If already registered enter your Login details (email and password)

Choose to Join a virtual expedition. Or Find a virtual expedition that suits you. This brings up a list of
available projects.

Select one of the Field notes
or Specimens
projects. The initial SAFARIS project will involve
indexing his collecting register, and will be listed as one of the Field notes projects (see icon on the right). The
SAFARIS virtual expedition indicated by the image of Acocks on a sample of his register

Once in the expedition, click on

and you will see the image inside the view box.
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Index all information from the image
Index all the information on each record of the collecting register as highlighted in Figure 2. Enter
the text in the box ‘Index all text’. Hover over the field help to see key combinations to add special
characters. Please index all of the information as it was written.
 We suggest that you not expand on abbreviations.
 Simply record what is written (or what it appears that Acocks intended as his edited endresult).
 Additional items under the species name such as ♂ (alt-11) and ♀ (alt-12) would get in the
way of matching names to the national checklist, so please record them under Subtext.
 It is not necessary to expand on names. We shall use the national checklist for translating
names to valid species names.
 Please add an Altitude heading before the F [Frequency] heading for recording elevation
[altitude] if recorded













, c. 4300’.
It seems reasonable that if the Habitat is the same as a preceding record (it has a Do. for
‘ditto’) then, if there is an altitude, it can be repeated for the same habitat, although Acocks
does not repeat the altitude.
Repeat the text from the line above instead of typing Do. for ‘ditto’.
Use the | (vertical bar) to separate the information under each column heading.
Symbols such as ✓ [ticks] (or √ alt-251 can work) and • *dots] (alt-7) should be included.
If a herbarium name is included at the top of the Herb column, it should be captured in the
herbarium number column as shown. This is accommodated as a separate column in the
data-entry spreadsheet to facilitate the default automatic sequential numbering.
|Herb No.|
|Estcourt 498 |
Text appearing between lines refers to the line above. This is the smaller text slightly below
the main text and should be indexed as Subtext in a field following the F [Frequency]
heading as a separate entry following a | (vertical bar).
Use the | (vertical bar) to separate the information under each column heading.
Note it is not necessary to expand abbreviations, e.g. no. and R.
no.|
Swart R.



Use the colon (: ) to separate information when it is under the same column heading,
|George|Kaaimans – Swart R. gorges: F. Fynbos: seepages|



A character crossed out such as



Text crossed out such as
transcribed as Doryalis tristis (Sond.)Sim.



Indecipherable text can be typed as [???].



Smudges, or what do not appear to be written information, can be typed as [xxx].



If dates or numbers are out of sequence, simply record them in the sequence as written.

should be typed as Augrabies.
would be
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Comments made by the transcriber for a particular record can be added between [] in the
Sub text column.



Some functions of the Field notes template are not relevant to the collecting register tasks.
For example, ‘2. Where a species or common name appears in the text please enter any relevant
information into the fields below’ is not active for this project.



A spreadsheet template simplifies data capture, especially for information repeated from
record to record. Type the information into the green cells and then paste the formatted
data from the red cells into the transcription window.
It may be useful to keep this tutorial or a document open with symbols such as ✓ [ticks] (or
√ alt-251 can work) and • *dots] (alt-7), ♀ (alt-12 using the numeric keypad) and ♂ (alt-11
using the numeric keypad) that can be copied and pasted into the box where you are
transcribing as they are not presently available in the transcription template.
In Excel you can type ctrl-‘ (ctrl-apostrophe) to copy the information from the cell above. It
may help, if not using the spreadsheet, to use the copy (ctrl-c) and paste (ctrl-v) keystrokes
to copy text from the previous line, e.g. where Acocks wrote Do. (ditto) for the District and
Locality, habitat, etc.





As this is the second exercise, we are learning and will try to use observations like yours to improve
the SAFARIS tutorial. Thank-you for your patience in this learning exercise. The ultimate aim of this
project is to index the information in these images so that the images are searchable online, and so
that the information is available for various applications such as species modelling and vegetation
classification.
Locality information is particularly useful to researchers, so please be sure to record it as accurately
as possible. Names, places and routes would best be found on Acocks’ field maps which are from the
Topographical map of the Union of South Africa 1:500 000 map series of 1936 rather than using
current maps. You can refer to these maps on BGIS.SANBI.ORG.ZA together with maps for southern
Africa.
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to the right to view the image in a new window while transcribing

To zoom in (to magnify) or zoom out of the image, use the + and – buttons, or using the scroll wheel
of the mouse. When a page has been zoomed in, it can be navigated by holding the mouse button
down and dragging the image. When the mouse pointer is positioned on the image, the scroll wheel
of the mouse may also be used to zoom in (to magnify) or zoom out of the image. The image can
also be copied and pasted into a blank word processor document or graphic package, enabling zoom
up to as much as 500% which can help in deciphering some of the more difficult text.
The
or
buttons above the image are supposed to bring up the previous
or next field note page as shown below for some projects but do not work for SAFARIS. Neither can
they be viewed by using the
and
buttons.
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The
button will rotate the page 180 degrees to the right, this may be needed if
something has been written on the side or vertically on the page. Put this indexed text at
the bottom of the page and type [margin] before it. This is not applicable in this project.

It is strongly suggested that the spreadsheet be used for transcribing the image. This can be used on
the lower half of the screen and the image in the upper part of the screen using the
right to view the image in a new window while transcribing the text.

to the
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for record 10762.

Now start to type the text as it appears as shown in the example.
It may be useful to keep this tutorial or a document open with symbols such as ♀ and ♂ that can be
copied and pasted into the box where you are transcribing as they are not presently available in the
transcription template.
It may also help to use the copy (ctrl-c) and past (ctrl-v) keystrokes to copy text from the previous
line, e.g. where Acocks wrote Do. (ditto) for the place.
If you are not using the spreadsheet, then you could also start by preparing a line that has the basic
information that you will require, copy and paste a series of lines, and you simply fill in the missing
characters and fields, e.g.
Book 1:
LHPage|RHPage|Collector|Collector No.|Herb No.|Date|Name|District|Locality, habitat etc.|Altitude|F|Sub text
73|74|M.E.Dick 4 A |9196D|431|11/10/’42|Tulbaghia violacea Harv.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: river bank & rocky bed|c. 2000'||
73|74|T.Wehmeyer 2 A |9196E|432|11/10/'42|Rhynchosia ciliata (Th.) Druce.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: quarry & thornveld|c.
2300'|c|
73|74|T. Wehmeyer 3 A |9196F|433|11/10/'42|Cyanotis nodiflora Kunth.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: rocky slope||o|
73|74|T. Wehmeyer 4 A |9196G|434|11/10/'42|Thesium costatum A.W.Hill.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: thornveld||lc|
73|74|T. Wehmeyer 5 A |9196H|435|11/10/'42|Gerbera piloselloides (L.) Cass.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: thornveld||o|
73|74|T. Wehmeyer 6 A |9196I|436|11/10/'42|Gerbera viridifolia (DC.) Sch. Bip.|Stutterheim|Kubusie Valley at St. John's: thornveld||lc|
73|74|T. Wehmeyer|||11/10/'42| | | |||
73|74|T. Wehmeyer|||11/10/'42| | | |||
73|74|T. Wehmeyer|||11/10/'42| | | |||

Book 2:
Task|Number|Date|Name:|Det by|Locality|Habitat 1|Habitat 2|Habitat 3|Altitude|Collector |& P.R. |Ky. No|D|Herb name|District:|F|Sub text
T01|8796|24/6/'38|Babiana||Red sand at Bulpan (for Miss Lewis)||J.P.H.A.|2933K|. Kimberley |Kimberley||
T01|8797|26/7/'38|Marsilea macrocarpa| Trampled muddy hollow on R. bank of Modder R. at Paardeberg |Red sand at Bulpan (for Miss
Lewis)||J.P.H.A.|2934K|. Kimberley |Kimberley||

Book 3 (the following pasted from the red cells of the spreadsheet template):
Book|Task|LHPage|RHPage|Collector|CheckFlag|Collector No|HerbName|Herb No|Date|Name|Det by|District|Locality|Habitat 1|Habitat
2|Habitat 3|Altitude|F|Sub text|LatDD|LongDD|Prec(m)|GeorefBy|LatDDAudit|LongDDAudit|PrecAudit|GeorefAuditBy
Coll03|T07|13|14|J.P.H.A.|√|10760||2981|12/11/'44|Hypericum sonderi Bredell.||Weenen C.|Estcourt|rocky bank by roadside on T.G.V.|
(Red Cutting)|||o|||||||||
Coll03|T07|13|14|J.P.H.A.|√|10761||2982|12/11/'44|Helichrysum nudifolium, Less.||Weenen C.|Estcourt|rocky places at edge of thornveld |
(Red Cutting)|||ff|||||||||
Coll03|T07|13|14|J.P.H.A.|√|10762||2983|12/11/'44|Pittosporum viridiflorum Sims.||Weenen C.|Estcourt|rocky places at edge of thornveld
| (Red Cutting)|||!o|||||||||
Coll03|T07|13|14|J.P.H.A.|√|10763||2984|12/11/'44|Ceropegia setifera Schltr. V. natalensis N.E.Br.||Weenen C.|Dalton Bridge|shale
krantz|||c 4200'|f|||||||||

Header line at the top of a page
Type the header line, including blank entry if there is no column heading. Omit the colons (:). The
normal header line will be:
Book 1
LHPage|RHPage|Collector|Collector No.|Herb No.|Date|Name|District|Locality, habitat etc.|Altitude|F|Sub text

Book 2
Task|Number|Date|Name:|Det by|Locality|Habitat 1|Habitat 2|Habitat 3|Altitude|Collector |& P.R. |Ky. No|D|Herb
name|District:|F|Sub text
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Book 3
Book|Task|LHPage|RHPage|Collector|CheckFlag|Collector No|HerbName|Herb No|Date|Name|Det
by|District|Locality|Habitat 1|Habitat 2|Habitat 3|Altitude|F|Sub
text|LatDD|LongDD|Prec(m)|GeorefBy|LatDDAudit|LongDDAudit|PrecAudit|GeorefAuditBy

Records on a page
Type text continuing across from left to right pages as single entries for each record.
Please refer to Index all information from the image on page 7 for guidelines.
Although this project uses the Field Notes template, it has the value of basically every record being a
biodiversity record, usually 30 or more records per task. Some Field Notes expeditions have whole
pages with no biodiversity records. However, before starting, it would be of great advantage to read
the generic tutorial for Indexing Field Notes at
http://volunteer.ala.org.au/data/volunteer//tutorials/Generic%20Tutorials_%20Field%20Notes%20T
utorial%20Aug12.pdf
Keep indexing each record into a new row until all the records on the page have been entered.
Once all the rows have been completed, type any comments that you may wish to make in the Notes
box at the bottom that may assist with the validation of the task.
When all indexing has been complete, click on the
to submit the record, or
. You can return to the task at a later date. The transcription can be edited until such
time as it has been validated

Click on the
button.
If you haven’t finished a record and wish to come back to it later or you have spent a lot of time on
the task then please click on the
so that you don’t lose your data. You will be taken to
a page allowing you to





Return to the saved task
Transcribe another task
Return to project start page
View My Stats
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You can then find the task in your My Tasks page.

Something that may be useful for transcribing
You may find it useful to use a spreadsheet template for typing the text, and then copying it and
pasting it into the text area below the image of the task. To do this, open the spreadsheet in Excel or
a similar program, and arrange Excel as a window on top of the web browser so that you can view
the image while typing the text in the spreadsheet.
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Figure 4. Image showing Excel window on top of web browser window enabling data capture in Excel if desired.

Figure 5. Once the data have been typed, highlight the red cells and copy them.

Figure 6. Paste the data into the text area of the web browser.

It would be advisable to download the spreadsheet template, then make it read-only to avoid
unintended changes. You could save the spreadsheet for each task using a new name (e.g.
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SAFARIS_Acocks_CollBk01_acockscollreg_p20 _2891625 _pp77-78 transcription.xlsx). Open the
blank spreadsheet for each new task.

Appendix 1
Following are images from Acocks’ collecting registers. This tutorial applies to book 1. Other books
may use additional data fields for capturing information that was not recorded in book 1.

Book 1. It is unclear what the check marks indicate, but they are indexed and patterns may emerge
when analysing the data that indicate what they may show.

Book 2 contains some specimen information for specimens in a local herbarium that has its own
numbers such as 55K in addition to Acocks’ collecting number 5918.

Books 3 and 4 have additional columns containing the herbarium number, and what appears to
indicate an accompanying collector, or possibly the person who identified the species.
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In Books 5 and 6 Acocks introduces a sequence of letter or number codes at the extreme left,
including the tick marks. The meaning of numbers in the third column on some pages is not clear.

Some books, as is the case for Book 7, contain collections by other collectors or by Acocks together
with other collectors.

Books 8 and 9 and others contain information added by someone else to the information recorded
by Acocks.

Books 10, 11 and 12 contain a lot of information not written by Acocks, although it seems to be
copying information contained in some of Acocks’ other collecting registers.

Appendix 2
Symbols used by Acocks in his field records
Note – this is still ‘work in progress’ – see document SANBI SAFARIS_AcocksSymbols.pdf

